
AMMOOZE™
It’s Slime Time!

OZ-01: Vertichor™

Our flagship product, Vertichor, is based on 

the iconic ‘green slime’ (Fuligo Vertigrade). Each 

round is packed full of specially-treated, bioen-

gineered mucus capsules suspended in a brine. 

On contact, the payload is exposed to air and the 

mucus rapidly develops into a thick, sticky gel. 

A few hits to the extremities will slow foes to a 

halt and the liquid will soon harden into a ce-

ment-like shell. Do make sure to avoid airways to 

preserve its non-lethal designation. Use our spe-

cially-formulated solvent to remove this product.

OZ-03: Grotwain™

We studied slime’s natural self-replicating biode-

fence and reverse engineered it to produce an 

effect which is both consistent with the laws of 

thermodynamics and highly practical. 

Facing something a little daunting? Split it with 

Grotwain™. Sure, now you’re facing two of them, 

but at least they’re half the size! Get enough hits 

in, and soon only your shins will be at risk. The 

effect starts to wear off after about an hour, as 

the constituent parts of the being are inexorably 

drawn back together. Try not to get in the way.

OZ-02: Hexacomb™

These six-sided rounds repurpose the bizarre 

hives of the ‘honey ooze’ (Stemonitis Apis). On 

impact they erupt into bright orange nodes. With 

six nodes, a resinous hexagon forms. The target 

is then bound to follow any simple, self-preserv-

ing orders until the constellation hardens and 

shatters, around five minutes.

OZ-04: Punchdrunk™

A merry solution to many problems, these rounds 

are effectively ranged narcotics. Drawing on the 

intoxicating properties of the ‘fruit jelly’ (Diachea 

Fructus), each round dissipates on impact into an 

ambrosial ether. This soaks through clothes and 

armour, rapidly delivering the equivalent of four 

stiff drinks. We all know how it goes from there.

With Ammooze, ViscoTech™ are bringing yet another groundbreaking materials advance to market. 
Our cutting-edge biological control measures offer law-enforcement agencies and  

authorised private contractors1 four new non-lethal2  methods for apprehending felons  
without risking harm to themselves3 or their target4. Enquire today!


